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here’s a raft of reasons behind
SHA Wellness’ reputation as a top
European holiday choice for lifestyle
change. As a destination spa, it
champions the growing trend for
putting nutrition at the heart of the experience.
It consults with a wide-ranging community of
experts to establish a truly authentic offering; it
blends Eastern and Western approaches with real
understanding; and it wraps it all up in superb
design and five-star allure. That ticks a lot of boxes.
SHA Wellness has become firmly linked with
the concept of macrobiotic living, a discipline that
literally saved the life of spa owner Alfredo Bataller
Parletti following a stomach tumour and became
his inspiration to create the retreat and share his
experience. SHA is also respected for the high
calibre of its natural therapy programmes and, after
just two years, is the only Spanish spa destination to
hold seven high-ranking industry awards.
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Argentinian owners the Bataller family have now
engaged hospitality company Spatality to drive
standards in service and staff training. “We bring our
hospitality background and operational know-how
to support the ownership,” says Thomas Wurtzinger,
Spatality’s recent director at SHA. “If you’ve come
to lose weight you want support. We aim to build
relationships with our guests. This way I swear
your weight loss becomes easier.”
So many of us are keen to change our living
habits until we touch the edge of our comfort
zone, when all of a sudden it can become too
hard. No bread, no alcohol, no dairy, no meat plus
two hour’s daily exercise… it can seem daunting.
Until you come to SHA, that is, where the support
that Wurtzinger talks about is readily on offer.
Every member of staff has a smile, but no one is
sycophantic. Customer service, to a near-perfect
level, is now a strong hallmark here.

While it’s known that wellbeing holidays are a
growth market, and that diet now plays a pivotal part
in the offering, SHA is on the crest of a new wave to
make holistic activities equally integral to the guest
experience. It’s no longer enough to have everything
done for us. We want to take an active and ongoing
role in our lifestyle change. On top of every guest’s
personalised agenda and post-stay coaching service,
each day offers a complimentary programme of
at least five activities: talks, demonstrations and
classes from 6am to 10pm, be it yoga at dawn,
Nordic walking before breakfast or dancing before
bed; laughter therapy; movies; and even learning to
make your own tuna tataki – macrobiotically – with
SHA’s master chef Pablo Montoro Fernandez. After
perfecting culinary nirvana at the world famous
El Bulli restaurant in Catalonia, Fernandez now
champions what he calls ‘healthy gastronomy’ at
SHA, shared with guests during afternoon cooking
lessons fired with showmanship.
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The fusion of innovation and spa tradition
Visit our LIVE SPA at Professional Beauty 2011
ExCel, London, February 27th & 28th
www.ultimatespaexperience.co.uk
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Treatment Tables

Hydrotherapy

Wellness & Medical

Wet Tables & Vichy

Dry Floatation

Manicure & Pedicure

Relaxation Areas

Hamam

Sauna & Steam

Pools & Hydropools
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“Teaching guests skills to continue their journey
has to be an investment on the part of the hotel,”
says Victoria McClelland of Wellbeing Escapes, the
wellness holiday company that sends significant
guest numbers to SHA. She praises it for being one
of the few places to understand the importance of
offering guests more by teaching them take-home
skills – an area that she believes still has room for
improvement across the industry at large.
“These programmes don’t offer an immediate
return on investment,” she says. “There are bottomline costs in paying teachers and managing the
logistics of activity programmes but, by offering
them, guests are more tied in. This is how you
build a name in the field.”
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All too often a huge investment in wet treatment
facilities is left under-utilised. A cursory
introduction to the pool area and a vague invitation
to use it can leave guests under-inspired to the
extent that they overlook the opportunity. But
in keeping with its commitment to doing things
properly with real expertise – witness a medically
proven series of 23 jets, baths, Kneipp, sauna and
steam experiences – SHA employs a dedicated
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aqua therapist in Pablo Olabe. A young professor in
the field, Olabe also teaches at the nearby Catholic
University of Saint Anthony in Murcia.
Olabe’s passion for this ancient and holistic
therapy is palpable. “We come from water, we are
water in a high percentage and in water we feel
freedom, so we experience a wide range of feelings,”
he says. His specialism is one-on-one sessions in Ai
Chi, which he terms “an active, aquatic relaxation
technique”, akin to Tai Chi with its choreography of
breath and movement but in water up to shoulder
height. In water, joint tension is lower and the range
of motion greater. He also has his own versions
of aquatic massage in ‘Aquarelax’, liberating
tension in the lower back and cervical regions, and
‘Flotarium SHA’ – a similar therapy offered in the
saline flotarium pool. The wonders of water are
properly embraced at SHA.
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This is absolutely one of the joys of staying here:
the ‘discovery’ of your potential for living optimally
and ageing healthily. First time or short-stay guests
may book the Discovery Programme; many opt for
more specific programmes for weight loss, detox,
sleeping, smoking cessation or even the treatment
of fibromyalgia. The SHA website
(www.shawellnessclinic.com) has details.
Yet thanks again to the personal approach and
expertise that characterises SHA, each guest ends
up with a bespoke programme after tailoring their
needs with a variety of medical, nutritional and
therapeutic consultants. A unique timetable is
prepared for their stay, ideally for two weeks: our
biological rhythms enter into a phase of profound
adjustment during the second week.
It seems to be paying off. Even at a minimum
cost of €3,000 for a week’s weight loss programme,
the SHA team has seen guest numbers increase
regularly year on year.
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Be it a weekend or a fortnight, most guests have a
macrobiotic consultation. This guides the guest to
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an individual nutritional protocol, right down to
the choice of afternoon tea: azuki bean for tired
kidney symptoms; lotus root for bronchial issues; or
shitake for fat release. In fact, people can expect to
lose three to four kilograms per week at SHA. This
level of detail hints at the precision of the spa’s
approach to macrobiotics.
More simply, a macrobiotic diet uses
seasonal produce that is grown locally, with a
recommendation that 50%-60% of the daily diet
comes from whole grains for their slow-releasing
carbohydrates, while 25%-30% comes from land
vegetables and 5%-10% from sea vegetables and
beans. Animal proteins are kept back solely for the
odd occasion within the regime.
Senior Nutritional Consultant Ken Prange
explains the theory to each of his guests by way
of a food pyramid chart, pouring forth nuggets of
nutritional wisdom as he goes. “Sea vegetables are
high in calcium with a rich mineral content that
cleanses and alkalises the body,” he says. “Pickles
contain a strong probiotic from their fermenting
process. We should have roughly two kilos of
healthy bacteria in the body. A macrobiotic diet is
high fibre, complex carbs and low fat, in a nutshell,

but there are no absolute no-nos and everybody
is different. Just remember that your body is
a gift: use it wisely, live in harmony with your
environment and, as Hippocrates believed, let
food be your medicine.”
And so from down in the clinic to the sun-filled
dining room with sea views, where lunch and
dinner is served in dainty portions of millet, pickled
daikon and raw vegetables, all beautifully prepared,
seasoned with miso and gomashio and finished
off with the house kukicha tea. It’s the kind of
menu that has earned SHA Wellness Spain’s ‘Best
Gastronomy’ award for 2010.
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While diet and holistic practice form the
cornerstone for ageing healthily, SHA is also seeing
growing interest in cosmetics and genetics. In line
with the integrated approach, Alfredo Bataller,
son of the founder, has gathered a team of doctors
offering healthy ageing diagnostics, aesthetic
medicine and the most complete genetic profiling
in the world. A saliva test is sent for analysis in
labs across Europe under the guidance of Dr
Helena Baranova, Professor in Health Genetics and
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President of the European Institute for Personalised
Prevention in Nice. A full diagnosis of future health
risks prepared by her costs €4,000.
The aesthetic medicine menu offers mesotherapy
and fillers, directed by Dr Larissa Perezhogina,
a PhD and Master in Aesthetic Medicine from
universities in Russia and Spain. “Guests come to
SHA for holistic health,” says Bataller, “but once
here more people are booking a consultation
with Larissa. They’re happy in her hands and her
schedule is full. But sometimes she recommends
guests do nothing. She is top in her field.”
After little more than two years, SHA Wellness
is certainly on top of its unerring philosophy:
‘a preventive approach to enjoying your full
potential.’ The full potential of the spa itself
is achieved daily.
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